Professional Artificial Intelligence Services
Product and services

What we specialise in
Pro AI is focused at delivering real cost saving efficiencies to all industries using cutting edge AI and RPA technology
We provide packaged services to ensure we consult, plan and develop an optimised solution
De-mystifying AI Technology

Using state of the art technology

Fast track the AI process

Agile delivery

Technology Agnostic

Working closely with existing teams

Providing real cost savings

Fully remote operation

Expanding efficiency

Dedicated consultancy

Process management

Cost efficient MVP delivery

About us
Pro AI is an expandable team of consultants and data scientists that shares the focus of providing technical
knowledge to all industries

Using our approach we are able to offer a new type of Artificial Intelligence and Robotic process automation
consultancy

We are able to provide all services remotely using video calls and forward thinking communication processes,
adhering to the restrictions lockdown has prescribed

We focus on process to ensure that we are efficient and able to instil efficiency into our products and services

What is AI?

NLP/ NLU
Language analysis

Virtual assistants

Voice analysis
Chatbots

Machine Learning
Deep Learning
Pattern analysis

Intelligent systems

Decision management
Intelligent analysis

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
is using algorithm based systems
to encode tasks or functions that
can provide ‘intelligent outputs’.
They are either single “narrow”
systems or multiple used together
to provide complex outputs.
Pro AI are able to consider the
whole field of Artificial
Intelligence to offer the most
appropriate system ranging from
language to decision, voice to text
analysis.

What is RPA?

Internal process
automation

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
is focused at replacing common,
repetitive tasks, such as back
office tasks, and making them
automatic, so that people are free
to focus on more complex tasks
and adding efficiency
RPA can save time and cost by
automating routines and even
providing better, faster customer
service

Automated data
simulation and
analysis

Data check and
validation

Automated data
transfer

Website
extraction

Sending data to
outside source

Packages
AI Consult

Focused at understanding
your needs, a dedicated AI
and RPA Consultant will
evaluate your requirements
and give you all the
information needed to
succeed. Perfect for getting
started

AI Design

AI Design +
Develop

Pro AI will fast track AI and
RPA development by
creating a full roadmap for
success. Our Consultants
will extract the required
information to create a full
plan and report containing
all the required detail to
deliver a optimal solution

Aimed at delivering a fully
operational, cost saving efficiency
delivering AI or RPA system. Using
all the services detailed before, the
Design report will then be used,
alongside our team of data
scientists and developers to build,
test and deliver the optimal solution
dependant on your specific
requirements

Process
Process is essential to delivery and ensuring all factors are considered during consulting and development.
Pro AI focuses on minimal viable products (MPV) first to ensure that a useable, testable, efficiency generating, cost saving
system is the focus. This can then lead to adaption and further development
Knowledge transfer ensuring that the system
is adopted and
operating is essential

Evaluation - Consultants
will deep dive to report
on the optimal ‘use
cases’

Delivery - All outputs
are focused at directly
adding value

Development - highly
skilled professionals will
create an operational
MVP

Initial consult discussing what is
important in the
organisation

Questions to ask
Unsure if Pro AI can make a difference for you? below are some of the questions to ask yourself

Data can be analysed and
p r o c e s s e d t o p r ov i d e
analytics, become more
structured, be applied to
future data and much more

Do I do
manual
reporting

Repor ting can become
more in depth and
automated so that time is
not used creating repetitive
outputs. This can give an
analytical edge

Do I have data

Do I manually
classify
By Automating back office
processes, freeing up time
and adding efficiency to
product pipelines can be
achieved so that focus can
be realigned on other tasks

Are my
back office
processes
repetitive
Do I rely on
predictions

Machine learning can be
used t o aut omat icall y
c l a s s i f y i m a g e s , t ex t ,
speech and much more,
with greater accuracy and
efficiency

Creating adaptable
prediction models can give
greater accuracy in
predicting future decisions
and variables

Get
Packages
in touch
Wanting to know more about what Pro Ai can offer you, or even wanting one of our consultants to
have a quick video call ?

Emailinfo@proai.co.uk

Or visit our website for articles, white papers and other information on what we think and do

Websiteproai.co.uk

